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Assesment 

Lesson: Sicknesses 

 

1. Play “match game” 

Teacher devided the class in to small groups and ask them to play “match game” this 

game are using dangerous and unhealthy habit pictures which have to match with the 

sicknesses flashcard. The goal is students could match it correctly and do as much as 

they can do untl the limitation time (around 2 minutes) to make sure that they are have 

understand the vocabulary. Do cut and paste worksheet 

2. Before class the teacher will need to print off a story which only 3-4 lines and give a 

blank space for guessing the vocabulary list. Teacher will need to print off a picture 

which related to the blank words as well. The teacher need to prepare scisors, glues, 

and crayon. 

Start by spread a paper story and several related picture to the small group. Teacher 

will give instructions how to do the jobs. The picture will give more than the blank 

space vocabulary list. Such as there are 4 blank space words, the teacher will give you 

7 picture. The students hopefully could match it correctly.  

After the demonstrating, devided the students into small groups. Or probably teacher 

could use group from “match game” then ask them to do the job. The students will cut 

the picture then glue it on to the blank space. As they are doing so encourage everybody 

to use the key structures. Ask the to do it as creative as they can and make the paper 

beautiful and colorful. 

When everybody has finished, ask one or two students from each group to come in 

front of the classroom and show what they have done. The students which come in front 

of the classroom will read the sentences (e.g “Mark eats so much candies and chocolate 

at the canteen, in the next day..”) then his/her teammates will reply with the pictures 

(He have got toothache).  

3. The teacher set homework for students to try make their own 2-3 sentences about their 

sicknesses experiences. Based on the vocabulary list that they could use. 

The teacher gives a worksheet which is contain of homework and vocabulary list of 

today’s learning to the students. It will make students read it again at home. The teacher 



also asks the students to do their homework. The homework is they make their own 

snetnces which is consist of 3-4 sentences to express their sicknesses experience. (e.g I 

have ever got headache, I’ve got toothache after eat six chocolate bar, etc) 

 

 


